OBJECTIVES

In this project, you will write a graphical editor for managing bicycle ride cuesheets. You will use event-driven programming and the Model-View-Controller (or Document-View) design pattern, but learning about event-driven programming is not the only goal of the project. You will:

- Learn the details of event-driven programming by building an application using the approach.
- Learn more about unit-testing.
- Develop skill in understanding and using a complex class library.
- Learn about some more design patterns.
- Develop skill creating and interpreting design diagrams.

TO DO

1. Read about Java’s Swing toolkit, used for creating graphical user interfaces. See the course web-site for recommended sources of information about Swing. In particular, read about how components work and how to create custom components in the Swing Tutorial in the section called “Performing Custom Painting”. You can also refer to the TicTacToe example posted on the course web site for guidance.

2. Be sure you understand the Model-View-Controller or Document-View design patterns. Your program design should use one of them (probably Document-View).

3. Start small: before you design to accomplish all of the requirements given below, create a simple program that follows MVC or Document-View to display a route group (in this prototype, you don’t need to allow the user to create or edit the routes). You want to make sure you have the basics of the framework down before you try to do more complex things.

4. Design your program and document the design with at least one class diagram and at least one interaction diagram. When you are working on the design, think about how the different classes will be used together to make the overall program and think about the kinds of requirements changes that might be made if this program were to be extended later into new releases. Your design must satisfy the requirements stated below in the next section.

   NOTE: I highly recommend you not limit yourself to one diagram of each type.

   Think carefully about what parts of the code belong in the model class(es) and what parts belong in the view.

5. Decide how to break the project into pieces that each of you can work on independent of the others. In order to make sure this will be a success, you should decide on the APIs for the different classes as a group. Don’t worry too much about getting exactly equal-sized pieces in your design.

6. Individually, implement according to your design. Try to do this independently. However, you will probably find that as you get into the details you will need to make changes to interfaces – when this happens, work together to re-work the design, before continuing on in the coding.

   To avoid this problem, try to work out the details as best you can during design, before you do the coding. The more sequence diagrams you write, the more you will be able to elucidate these details.
Because the inevitable will still happen, please work ahead enough so that you have more than a day at the end to integrate the different parts.
You might also find it useful to **prototype** different parts of the design to ensure that you understand how something will work. These prototypes can be **throw-away** prototypes – don’t get too attached to them.

**Note:** Please label, via comments, the authors of the different parts of the design.

**Note:** Be sure to **use packages** to separate the code, at least into model and view (but probably more).

7. Thoroughly test at least the model part of the program, using JUnit tests.

**Requirements**

You have flexibility to make the program however you want. However, your program should, at minimum:

1. allow the user to load route-segments from csv files. The route segments give turn-by-turn instructions about how to get from one end of the segment to another. I’ll provide some sample route segments.

2. allow the user to select a collection of route segments to choose an overall route.

3. allow the user to export a csv file for the overall route.

4. allow the user to name/label the segments as well as the segment end-points (e.g. “The intersection of State and Erie” could be the name of a segment end-point, and “via 890” might be the name of a segment).

5. allow the user to position the segment end points on a 2-dimensional canvas, using the mouse.

6. allow selection of segments and end-points, so that segments or end-points can be edited.

7. allow saving/loading the set of segments to/from a file.

**Deliverables**

For this project, there are two presentations in addition to the following:

- Your design diagrams (in pdf or jpg)
- Your code (with javadoc comments)
- Your tests (as jUnit tests) and a test report (in pdf) explaining, for each test:
  - The rationale for that test. What were you trying to test?
  - The results of running the test.

All of the above should be in your team’s git repository, which you should create and which you should share with me (give me Maintainer privileges).

1. On the first presentation day, you will present, in at most 8 minutes, a brief introduction to the interesting parts of your user interface and a preliminary version of your high-level design, paying particular attention to the flexibility of your design – explain some of the changes that your design enables. **Use patterns language** where appropriate.

   **This design should be as fleshed out as possible.** You should aim for it to be a good, **final** design – though you should be willing to change it based on feedback from the presentation. If you haven’t
started coding to this new design, you will be making the final week of the assignment harder than necessary.

Feel free to show prototypes you have developed to learn how things work or to work out design decisions.

In this presentation, **demonstrate a working system** that satisfies some of the requirements, but is designed to make it easy to extend to the other requirements.

2. On the second presentation day, you will present, in at most 8 minutes, your final design as implemented. You should also run the program to show that it satisfies the requirements (but the focus is on the software design).

Both of these presentations should focus on **design**, not implementation. Show class and sequence diagrams and discuss the design choices you have made. Only show us code if it helps to explain the design.

**A Note on Diagrams.** For the presentations, create diagrams that help you to focus on the parts of the design you want to discuss. *Do not* simply create one large diagram with all of the details and then expect to pan and zoom to show us the interesting parts. Also, bring your diagrams in electronic form, so they can be presented on screen – we will not have time for you to draw them on the board.

**EVALUATION**

I will evaluate your **design** primarily. A good design with a less-than-stellar implementation is better than an inflexible design with fantastic implementation. Repeat: the design is more important than the implementation.

Of course, you should aim to have the system working, but please focus your energies on making a good design. Good, flexible design, and good unit tests, will make it easier to get the system working anyway.

I will also evaluate how well you are following the suggested process and using your tools effectively. Are you using git regularly so there is a clear record of what you’ve developed so far? Are the design diagrams created and used to enable communication? Are your tests effective?

**DUE DATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Due Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project assigned</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Design/Presentation/Implementation</td>
<td>t + 9 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Design/Presentation/Implementation</td>
<td>t + 16 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>